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Based on three papers: (1) The

definition of a non-commutative

toric variety (2014) (Contemp. 

Math)



(2) Non-commutative theory

indomitable (2020). (Notices of the

AMS, Jan 2021)



(3) Quantum (non-commutative) 

toric geometry: Foundations (2020).



Recall the basic structure of a 

(compact) toric variety (over C)

 A classical complex toric variety:



Recall the basic structure of a 

(compact) toric variety (over C)



In general…



What are non-commutative

spaces? (Gelfand duality) 



What are non-commutative

spaces?

 On a commutative manifold, M, we have:

 On a non-commutative manifold:





Usual torus vs. Non-commutative

torus aka quantum torus.

 Usual torus:

 Non-commutative torus:



Non-commutative spaces from

nature: bad quotient spaces.

 A perfectly good topological Hausdorff space can have a non-

Hausdorff quotient. 

 This is typical behavior for M/G with G non-compact.

 Take, for example, the Kronecker foliation…



Constructing the Kronecker

foliation.



The Kronecker foliation.



Exercise.

 For RATIONAL slopes, the quotient is Hausdorff, and moreover, it is a 

circle.

 For IRRATIONAL slopes, the quotient is non-Hausdorff, no longer a 

manifold.

 We can profit from thinking of the second quotient as a non-

commutative space.



We need Groupoids, objects that

generalize groups actions (groups).



Associativity and commutativity



Associativity (from n-Lab):



Associativity…



Motivation: Nerve of an open 

cover…



Functors.



Internal facts… (Logic).



Natural transformations.



Natural transformations as 

homotopies.



Natural equivalences (think of 

homotopies).



Equivalent categories are like

homotopy equivalent spaces…



Groupoids



Group Actions produce Groupoids



Lie Groupoids



Étale Groupoids.



Morita equivalence.



Finally… Stacks!



Stacks associated to foliations.

(Think of the Kronecker foliation).



Convolution algebras.



Examples.



2-categories



The 2-category of groupoids.



The 2-category of non-

commutative algebras.



Morita equivalence of algebras.



Non-commutative spaces from

Stacks.



Examples.



The category of non-commutative

spaces and its relation to Stacks.



Non-commutative rational

topology.



Hochschild-Konstant-Rosenberg



Connes B differential.



Cyclic Homology



Periodic cyclic homology



Examples.



The non-commutative torus.

 As a non-commutative algebra:

 This is the exponential of the classical Born-Heisenberg-Jordan
relation in classical quantum mechanics.



Quantum Torus



The Quantum Torus and the

Kronecker Foliation.



GO TO LECTURE 2

 END OF LECTURE 1



PREVIEW OF LECTURE 2

 GO TO LECTURE 2



Quantum Toric Geometry (joint with

Katzarkov, Meersseman and 

Verjovsky.



The moment map of a toric variety

is made up of tori.



The gist of quantum toric geometry.



The moduli space.


